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The concept“International Procurement Center(IMC)”is proposed under 
the background of China’s development to“World Manufacturing center”.It 
also shows a important trend of china’s cities economic and trade development. 
With the rapid revolution of information and network technology and the 
furious market competition, Supply Chain Management, which operate 
efficiently integrated with logistic flow、capital flow and information flow, is 
recognized highly. International Procedure become a important develop trend 
for most of economic center cities. Through the analysis of  International 
Procurement’s character, Think of Xiamen as ahead city position on Strait 
West Side economic region, Give some suggestion for Xiamen to development 
of Region IMC, Such as Policy support、convenient path Based on electronic 
customs and third-party logistics. The thesis consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 describes that International Procedure is becoming a economic 
development keystone. The changes of IM Model is a good chance for Xiamen 
economy. It should also satisfy the requirement of XiaMen’s strategic Choice.  
Chapter 2 studies the international company’s major change- return an d 
focus onto core competency. Through centralizing enterprise’s resource and 
expanding in its specialized area, Multinternational companies improve the 
market share and create value; IM is a important part of multinternational 
company’s SCM. Under the background of “world manufacturing center”, 
global procedure would bring the new chance for China. 
Chapter 3 is the analysis of the existing situation for Xiamen to become an 
International Procedure Center. In the SCM Model, it requires to be a most 
competitive chain instead of the price standard. IPC requires all high 















flow、information flow and capital flow. It would carry out with the fastest 
time、the best efficiency and the lowest cost. This Chapter  
Chapter 4 analyzes how to build Xiamen into an International 
Procedurement center. Through comparison a among Hongkong、Singapore、
Shanghai, Xiamen can improve a series of IPC elements: Buyers、seller and 
agencies; International exhibition industry; Seaports infrastructure; logistic 
system; IT and e-business; Financial service and Taxation; policy and 
regulation. 
Chapter 5 is the recommendations for Xiamen to develop a region IPC. To 
realize its goal as an IPC, Xiamen could take actively promote this specific 
industries, including trade-related services, logistics as well as provide policy 
supports and region industry development. Following the successful 
experience and practices of developed countries, combined region advantage, 
try best to attract more multinternational company set up IM at Xiamen. This 
will help Xiamen, Strait West Side economic region to develop quickly and 
realize a “win-win” situation.  
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第一章 前 言 
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购金额达 150多亿美元，2002年戴尔电脑采购额 35亿美元，摩托罗拉 16
亿美元，家乐福 3 亿美元，西门子 5 亿欧元，福特公司 10 亿美元 2001




























































































































第二章  跨国采购中心的基本要素 
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（注：图 1摘自安达信公司 2000年出版的 Crack the value code-how sucessful business 
are creatin wealth in the new economy） 
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